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Abstract: This study aims to estimate the groundwater storage change of hard rock aquifers in the face
of change. For this, the approach developed consisted initially in the implementation of 5 Magnetic
Resonance Soundings (MRS) around the observation wells realized and monitored from 2014 to
2015 in the Sanon experimental site. In a second step, we determined the storage change using the
MRS data and the water table fluctuation method. The MRS data show that the water content varies
spatially from 4.5 to 1.3%. The maximum value is recorded at the central valley where a piezometric
dome is observed. The specific yield varies from 2.4% in the central valley to 1.3% at the outlet.
The renewed water resource is estimated at 116 mm in the central valley and 32 mm at the outlet,
which corresponds respectively to 13 and 3% of the annual rainfall. The renewed water resource is
consistent with the annual recharge. Thus, the combination of the MRS geophysical approach and
water table fluctuation method is an efficient, fast and cheaper (compared with long-term pumping
test) tool for the estimation of groundwater storage changes.
Keywords: change of groundwater stock; hard rock aquifer; specific yield; MRS sounding; water
table fluctuation; Sanon catchment; Burkina Faso

1. Introduction
Groundwater resources in hard rocks play a major role in the water supply of millions of people
in Africa. Thousands of boreholes are drilled in hard rocks in Africa. The high amount of almost dry
holes (typically ranging between 25 and 60%) confirms the complexity of hard rock aquifers which is
controlled by several factors and it did not allow the African population to use groundwater resources
for irrigation and drinking water when rain and surface water are lacking. In terms of food security,
only 1.5 to 3% of African rural population use groundwater to irrigate [1]. In arid and semi-arid areas,
groundwater offers several advantages over surface water (e.g., groundwater is less vulnerable to
pathogenic contamination avoiding the expense and management of sophisticated treatment systems,
its development is cheaper and can be scaled to allow in-field application on demand). In recent
decades, the countries of Sahelian regions face several challenges in relation to the availability and
exploitation of water resources (high population growth, rapid urbanization, economic pressures and
climate change). Faced with such a situation, groundwater resources whose vulnerability to drought is
low [2] seem to be the best alternative to respond to this emergency and adaptation to the impacts
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of changes and climatic variability. Thus, the appropriate supply of populations from this resource
would significantly increase the resilience of rural populations to climate variability [3]. Unfortunately,
groundwater is commonly excluded from current assessments of the impacts of historical and projected
climate variability and change on water resources. This omission is of particular concern in Africa,
where current usage and future adaptations in response to climate change and rapid population growth
place considerable reliance upon groundwater to meet domestic, agricultural and industrial water
demands [2]. However, despite growing dependency upon groundwater for urban water supplies
some issues remain over the sustainability of these supplies, in terms not only of the magnitude
of abstraction but also their quality. Estimates of groundwater storage are needed for quantifying
groundwater resources [4] and for assessing the impact of climate and land-use changes on water
resources [5]. Indeed, the amount of water stored in the rock reservoir plays a major role in the
transient response of the aquifer to conditions that vary over time. The greater the groundwater
storage, the higher the buffering capacity of the aquifer (all else being equal) and the slower the
impact of changes caused by variation in pumping, recharge, or evapotranspiration (i.e., climatic and
anthropogenic changes).
Prospecting of groundwater resources in hard rock has evolved considerably with many methods
based on common Electromagnetic (EM) and/or Direct Current (DC) resistivity methods [6]. Although
these methods make it possible to identify zones that are potentially favourable for wells siting
according to the description of the structure and the geometry of the aquifers, well productivity is not
guaranteed. It could be if the volume of water stored and the ease (permeability) with which it flows
into the aquifer were known particularly at the location identified for drilling. Most of the studies
on regional groundwater resources use large-scale indicators that are not suitable for accounting for
local heterogeneity of hard rock [7]. At the local scale, most of the studies focus on well productivity
(i.e., the volume of water that can be temporarily pumped) but do not take into account the amount of
water stored in the rock reservoir and of its change although the latter is a fundamental parameter
that controls the capacitive behaviour of the system and the long-term productivity of the borehole.
The lack of data on the aquifer storage change in the hard rock aquifers area limits the study of the
impact of climate change on groundwater. The estimation of the storage change in hard rock aquifers
in the face of change requires the prior estimation of a fundamental property of the aquifer which is
the storage. Indeed, many studies [8–10] have attempted to study the potential role played by the
storage in hard rock under different climatic stress conditions through the development of complex
geological conceptual models in transient state. The use of such models is essential both for predicting
the impending impacts of climate change, testing and evaluating alternative resource management
strategies. But unfortunately, from a practical point of view, their application has been largely limited
to simple scenarios in a relatively steady state regime that conveniently ignores the essential role
played by the storage of the aquifer when the water budget is not balanced. From different methods
that exist to apprehend the storage of an aquifer, pumping tests are the common used. However, their
implementation is limited by problems of cost, time because it requires the execution and equipment
of wells (pumping and wells) and the implementation of a long-term pumping. Recently, many
authors [11–14] proposed methodologies for regionalizing specific yield at the watershed scale. These
methods combine at cell scale (pumping scale) water-table fluctuation and groundwater-budget
techniques in the absence of recharge from rainfall, an aggregation method and variogram based
statistics and kriging techniques. While these methods appear to be robust but require a great deal of
geological, geophysical and hydrodynamic field investigation and require the availability of a number
of existing wells or boreholes.
Some authors have considered estimating hydrodynamic parameters by other methods: notably
from logging and geoelectrical measurements [15,16]. However, these methods are not directly
“sensitive” to water and whether pumping tests or other methods, it remains impossible to access
knowledge of the hydrodynamism before drilling. As a result, the hard rock environments remain
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poorly known or at least insufficiently and the boreholes are realized with a relative lack of knowledge
of their ability to be productive and sustainable.
Recent developments in the magnetic resonance sounding (MRS) method seem particularly well
suited to the description of aquifers since it measures a signal directly emitted by the hydrogen
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The description of the Sanon aquifer based on the geological model (from ridge to ridge)
proposed by Soro et al. [22] (Figure 2) presents a classical vertical structuring [23]. The weathering
profile (Figure 2) includes from the top to the bottom: the presence of four layers corresponding to
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The description of the Sanon aquifer based on the geological model (from ridge to ridge) proposed
by Soro et al. [22] (Figure 2) presents a classical vertical structuring [23]. The weathering profile
(Figure 2) includes from the top to the bottom: the presence of four layers corresponding to the
classical conceptual
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for hard rocks, namely alloterite and isalterite layers which
form
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3.1. MRS Implementation

The geophysical method used for the characterization of the Sanon aquifer is MRS. The
prospecting strategy adopted, meaning the choice of places where MRS soundings have been
implemented takes into account the existing data and the experiments already carried out on the
site: drilling lithologs described according to the cuttings, other geophysical measurements and the
resulting 2D geological section. It aims to appreciate the spatial variations of MRS water content and
pore size in the Sanon experimental site.
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The MRS techniques have been successfully used for characterizing aquifers since 1990’s [24]. The
major advantage of MRS as compared to other geophysical methods is that with MRS, the groundwater
molecules themselves generate the signals that are measured, thus resulting in direct measurement
of groundwater [25]. MRS is a method that concerns the hydrogen protons of the water molecule
present in the subsoil. Performing MRS consists in modifying the equilibrium state of these protons by
circulating in a loop a current oscillating at a given frequency which will induce an excitation magnetic
field. MRS is the field scale implementation of the nuclear magnetic resonance method. To carry out a
measurement, the nuclei of the hydrogen atoms of water molecules in the subsurface (i.e., protons)
are energized with an EM pulse and the signal response of the hydrogen nuclei is measured after the
energizing pulse is switched off. The recorded signal of the hydrogen nuclei oscillates at the Larmor
frequency ω L and has an exponential envelope that decays at time rate T2 *. This so-named Free
Induction Decay (FID) signal is given by Equation (1) [17,19,26].
e(t, q) = E0 (q)·exp(−

t
T2

∗ (q)

) sin(ω0 t + ϕ0 (q))

(1)

where e(t,q) is the envelop of the decaying FID, E0 is the amplitude of the signal just after the energizing
pulse q has been turned off and ϕ0 is the phase shift of the signal.
This relationship can provide three types of information:
-

The initial amplitude of the signal E0 which is directly related to the number of hydrogen nuclei
that participated to signal response and consequently to the quantity of groundwater;
The decay parameter T2 * is related to the mean size of the pores containing water and therefore
to a porosity;
The phase difference between the signal response and the primary current ϕ0 is related to the
electrical resistivity of the reservoir.

Five (05) MRS were performed on the site. We used the NumisPLUS apparatus from Iris
Instruments [27]. The choice of shape of the MRS loop results from a compromise between the
desire to obtain a large investigated volume and that to improve the measurement conditions (reduce
the electromagnetic noise). The electromagnetic noise represents all the signals that are not of MRS
origin but which are still recorded by the NumisPLUS device. They can be of natural origin (fields
created by the telluric currents, variations of the field in the magnetosphere) or anthropic (fields created
by the lines of electric current, the vehicles, the electric motors). The size of the loop (i.e., the length
of the sides) was chosen as large as possible for increasing the amplitude of the MRS signal and the
number of stacks was chosen to maximize the signal to noise ratio [19]. The measurements were
conducted so as to ensure good data quality, i.e., a high signal-to-noise ratio. In order to understand
the spatial variability of the MRS water content, the selected MRS sites are: the ridges north and
south (S1CN and S1CS respectively) where the surface runoff is predominant, the mid-slope (S11),
the outlet (S8) and the central valley (S1) where recharge is important. In each of the MRS sites, the
geology is known from the lithologs description from drilling other geophysical measurement and
the resulting 2D geological model. In most of the cases, the MRS were performed around existing
monitored observation wells (S1, S11, S1CN, S8) expecting the MRS performed on the south ridge
S1CS where no observation well exists. The mean duration of a sounding on the site lasted two days.
3.2. MRS Data Processing
The interpretation of the MRS data concerns the initial amplitude of the signal according to the
pseudo-depth (E0 (q)) (Figure 3) and the time decay of the signal according to the pseudo-depth (T2 * (q))
(Figure 4). It is essentially based on a phase of data inversion and modelling. The first one consists of
matching geophysical data with a terrain model having given properties of water content versus depth
w(z) and time decay of the signal versus depth T2 *(z). Based on a recent work done by Vouillamoz
et al. [19], we use single layer inversions to obtain mean properties of the parameters. In fact, the
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Figure 4. Time decay of the signal versus pseudo-depth recorded at MRS site S1, S8, S11, S1CN, S1CS
and showing for the sounding S10, an artefact at pulse 3200 due to a water content which cannot be
detectable by the device.
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Prior to any interpretation the quality of the signal must be assessed because it can be disturbed by
electromagnetic noise. Indeed, the electromagnetic noise represents all signals which do not originate
from MRS but which are recorded by the device. The ratio signal/noise is an indicator used to assess
the quality of the data. On the field, the shape of the loop and a procedure of stacking enable to
increase the ratio signal/noise [27].
3.3. Estimation of Groundwater Storage Change
The change to the groundwater storage (∆S) is related to the water level fluctuation (∆h) as follows
(Equation (2)):
(2)
|∆S| = Sy × ∆h
where Sy is the specific yield or the quantity of water drains from the aquifer by the gravity force, ∆h is
the water table fluctuation.
The change in groundwater storage can be attributed to recharge, irrigation return flow and
groundwater inflow to the basin minus baseflow (groundwater discharge to streams or springs),
evapotranspiration from groundwater, pumping and groundwater outflow from the basin. In the
following sections, we describe each term of Equation (2) and develop the methodology adopted for
their estimation.
3.3.1. Specific Yield Sy
Sy represents the volume of water released per unit of area of the aquifer for a unit decrease in
the hydraulic head [29]. Precision in its determination is crucial to arrive at a reasonable estimate
of recharge. It can be obtained by various methods such as laboratory tests, grain size analysis or
pumping tests. In the case of this study, we estimated Sy using the relationship established between
the Sy drainage porosity and the MRS water content (Equation (3)) by Vouillamoz et al. [19] on hard
rock formations in Benin.
Sy = 0.53 × WMRS + 0.007
(3)
where WMRS is the MRS water content obtained from the interpretation of MRS performed
around observation wells. Substituting Sy in Equation (2) with its expression (Equation (3)),
Equation (2) becomes:
∆S = (0.53 × WMRS + 0.007) × ∆h
(4)
3.3.2. Estimation of Water Table Fluctuation ∆h
The water-table fluctuation (WTF) method is based on the premise that rises in groundwater
levels in unconfined aquifers are due to recharge arriving at the water table. The methods popularity
comes from its straightforward use and the general availability of water table data for recharge
estimation [30]. This method is most applicable in areas with shallow water tables that display sharp
rises and declines following rainfall events. The method should work best for wells that show a
relatively rapid water-level rise in relation to the rate that water moves away from the water table.
Favourable aspects of the WTF method include its simplicity and ease of use: it can be applied for
any shallow well that taps the water table and an abundance of available water-level data exists. The
method requires no assumptions on the mechanisms for water movement through the unsaturated
zone; hence, the presence of preferential flow paths does not restrict its use [31].
The WTF ∆h is estimated from hydraulic head measurements from piezometers of the
experimental site which are not influenced by water abstraction from pumping boreholes. ∆h
determination in the WTF method is complex. Indeed, despite the assertion on which the method
is relied on, not all water table rises in aquifers are attributable to infiltrated water from rainfall [31].
Various phenomenon that are independent from rainfall, can induce water table rise. Examples are
given by entrapped air in pores, ocean tides and the earth’s crust de-formations and variation in
atmospheric pressure [32]. In this study, the change of atmospheric pressure has been taking into
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4.1. Distribution of MRS Water Content (WMRS) and Signal Time Decay
The MRS data have good signal-to-noise ratios and show a good fitting with single layer model
(Figure
The5).
MRS data have good signal-to-noise ratios and show a good fitting with single layer model
(Figure 5).
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Figure 5. The initial amplitude of the signal according to the pseudo-depth and fitted single layer
Figure 5. The initial amplitude of the signal according to the pseudo-depth and fitted single layer
model: (A) sounding site S1 in the central valley, (B) sounding site S8 at the catchment outlet, (C)
model: (A) sounding site S1 in the central valley, (B) sounding site S8 at the catchment outlet, (C)
sounding site S1CN at the northern ridge, (D)sounding site S1CS at southern ridge and (E) sounding
sounding site S1CN at the northern ridge, (D)sounding site S1CS at southern ridge and (E) sounding
site S11 at the mid-slope.
site S11 at the mid-slope.
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MRS parameters
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Table
MRS
MRS
Location

Location
S1

S8
S1
S10
S8
S1CN
S10
S1CS
S1CN
S1CS

Water
Content
Water
WMRSW
(%)
Content
MRS
(%)
4.6
2.2
4.6
1.3
2.2
4.3
1.3
1.4
4.3
1.4

TimeDecay
Time
T 2 * (ms)
Decay
T2*
(ms)
131.7
126.3
131.7
83.7
126.3
124.7
83.7
132.2
124.7
132.2

Aquifer Top

Aquifer
(m)
Top (m)
6

6 6.8
6.86.8
14.8
6.8
8.6
14.8
8.6

Aquifer
WaterHeight
Aquifer
Water
Ratio
Ratio
Thickness ∆z
w∆z
(m)
Signal/Noise
Thickness
Δz (m) Height
wΔz
Signal/Noise
(m)
(m)2.42
52.5
9.69
41.7
52.5
2.42 1
9.697.17
36.2
41.7
1 0.47
7.172.29
37.2
1.6
5.13
36.2
0.47
2.29
41.7
0.58
3.77
37.2
1.6
5.13
41.7
0.58
3.77

RMS

RMS
(nV)
(nV)
8.96

6.42
8.96
2.24
6.42
4.52
2.24
5.09
4.52
5.09
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The MRS water content thus obtained by considering a single-layer aquifer (Table 1) vary from
site to site.Resources
The maximum
values are recorded in the central valley around the observation
well S1
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The S1CS sounding was conducted at a location identified by Soro et al. [22] as a likely intrusion
of a conductive medium into a resistant medium. The value of T2 * obtained is comparable to that
obtained in S1, however, the saprolite extends only about ten meters. One could make the hypothesis
of a medium of high porosity at depth. This would be in adequacy with the presence of a probable
intrusion, electrically conductive structure. The water content in this place is quite modest with a
value of 1.4%.
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The S11 sounding conducted on migmatic basement was not performed on this profile. It is
however located nearby. This survey yielded somewhat surprising results. The T2 * value of 83.7 ms
differs from all other values obtained on the site. This exception suggests that the measurement
has been influenced by electromagnetic noise. Indeed, among all the soundings conducted with
square-loop geometries, it has the highest average electromagnetic noise value. The signal-to-noise
ratio with a value of 2.94 is also the lowest.
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Figure 7. Groundwater hydrographs and bar graphs of daily rainfall recorded: (A) in the central
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4.3. Change of Groundwater Storage

The Table 2 shows the specific yield (Sy) and change of groundwater storage (ΔS) values. The
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Table 2. Specific yield and groundwater storage change estimation in Sanon catchment in 2015.

Sites Sites
Central
valley (S1)
Outlet (S8)

MRS
Water
MRS
Water Content (%) Sy (%) Δh (m)
Sy (%)
∆h (m)
Content (%)

Rainfall
∆S/Rainfall
∆S (m)Rainfall (mm) ΔS/Rainfall (%)
(mm)
(%)

ΔS (m)

4.6

2.4

4.85

0.116

843

13.7

2.4

1.3

2.53

0.032

843

3.7

Sanon aquifer is a flat hard-rock aquifer, the regional water table being sub-parallel to regional
topography, groundwater flow through the boundaries of the surface watershed are negligible [11].
The investigations we recently conducted on the site have estimated groundwater abstraction (from
wells and boreholes) for small-scale irrigation and domestic water needs at 6000 m3 /year or about
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0.42 mm. In view of this very small amount of withdrawal, the irrigation return flow is negligible.
The natural vegetation of the site is of the savanna type with shrub steppe. It is dominated by grasses
whose roots do not go beyond 3 m. Concerning evapotranspiration, the depth of water table (8 to
11 m) in the study area is greater than the limit where evapotranspiration from groundwater can occur,
i.e., 5 m [38]. Regarding the above estimates of the parameters of groundwater budget on Sanon site,
the change of groundwater storage corresponds to the annual recharge.
The specific yield estimated from MRS data varies from 2.4% at the central valley to 1.3% at the
catchment outlet. These values are in agreement with those obtained by Compaore et al. 1997 at the
same sites by pumping test and by sample analysis in the laboratory. In fact, the Sy values obtained at
the central valley by pumping and sample analysis are 2.92% and 2% respectively. At the outlet, the
specific yield estimated only by sample analysis is 1.8%. On the other hand, the value of Sy estimated
by MRS in the central valley is lower than that obtained by Koïta et al. [39] by pumping test which
is 6%. This difference would probably be related to the conceptual model of the aquifer chosen to
interpret the pumping data. Even these values are numerically different, they can be classified in the
same order of magnitude. Other studies conducted on similar geological formations and under the
same climate conditions in India [11,14] and in Iran [13] have obtained specific yield varying from 0.5
to 2% and 4% respectively. The comparison of the specific yield estimated at the Sanon experimental
site by MRS with those estimated by pumping tests and by sample analysis in the laboratory, could
imply that, in principle, the formula obtained by Vouillamoz et al. [19] in Benin could be transposed to
the Sanon site. On the other hand, the existing data do not allow estimating the uncertainties related to
its application.
5. Conclusions
The geophysical investigations made it possible to characterize the Sanon aquifer from the point
of view of the spatial distribution of the water content. The aquifer is equivalent to medium to fine
sands depending on the time decay obtained, ranging from 83.7 to 149 ms. The maximum water
content and water level is observed in the central valley where a piezometric dome is observed. It is
explained by the significant presence of sandy saprolite, the land cover which makes it a preferential
recharge area. The northern ridge also yielded significant values of water content. This shows that the
ridge does not necessarily lack water despite the predominant runoff which occurs at this location.
The change of groundwater storage varies between 3.7 and 13.7% of the mean annual rainfall. This
value corresponds to the aquifer annual recharge because of the small quantities of the other parameters
of the groundwater budget. As a result, the combination of the MRS geophysical approach and the
water table fluctuation would allow estimating change of groundwater storage.
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